INTRODUCTION
The (O-C) residuals of the latest orbital elements for the pairs WDS 05255-0033 (Baz, 1981) , WDS 12272+2701 (Hop, 1964) , WDS 13336+2944 (Zul, 1969) and WDS 21031+0132 (Hop, 1960) progressively increase as follows from new observations, especially in position angle. The above references are taken from Hartkopf et al., 2000. For the pair WDS 06074+2640 = McA 25, the orbital elements are calculated for the first time. In the case of this interferometric pair, 10 observations were available since its discovery in 1977. Table 1 . contains the basic information about the analyzed pairs and obtained classical and vectorial orbital elements. For the pairs WDS12272+2701, WDS 13336+2944 and WDS 21031+0132 (two versions), masses and dynamical parallaxes are given, too. The observations and corresponding (O-C) residuals are given in Table 2 . The ephemeris for the next 10 years are presented in Table 3 . Graphical presentation of the above pairs orbits is given in Figs. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1-5.
The recalculated periods of all pairs are significantly shorter than previous ones, but these results are still to be considered as preliminary ones. Provided the pair WDS 06074+2640 = McA 25 is systematically observed, its orbit would be soon determined definitely. 
